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Introduction
Jo Holder

The exhibition Dhomala Dhäwu/
Makassan Sail Story crosses the centuries
of contact between sea-farers and traders
of the great Indonesian archipelago and
saltwater peoples of northern Aboriginal
nations. Dhomala is a Djambarpuyŋu
word adapted from the Makassan word
Dumala—both of which have the dual
meaning of sail and cloth.
Drawing on research describing
Makassan voyages, the exhibition
presents a poetic dimension of cultural
contact between great civilisations that
left a tradition of respect. The focus is on
maritime heritage, specifically wooden
boat building and sea-farers’ customs.
Through the intimate and reflective work
of weaving and drawing, artists Ipeh
Nur and Margaret Rarru revisit ancient
practices, rock paintings for example
show mandir (conical baskets) in use
up to 20,000 years ago, using startling
contemporary installation tropes.
Ipeh Nur’s sketch-book scale drawings
show the rituals of the Makassan and
Bugis boatbuilders (once two rival but
interlocked kingdoms) and find a way
to unlock the complexity of historical
narration. For the project Rhizomatic
Archipelago (Cemeti Institute for Art
and Society with the Biennale Equator

in Yogyakarta, 2019), Ipeh participated
in the Kelana Laut Residence Program
at Pambusuang, a fishing village in
South Sulawesi. There she observed,
photographed and sketched the building
of Nur Al Marege—a wooden perahu
padewakang which ultimately sailed to
Yirrkala in north east Arnhem Land.
Ipeh observed that, ‘Various types of rites
and traditions are passed down from
generation to generation, including rites
in treating the products or technologies
they create, in this case houses and boats.
The house and the boat are believed to
have a spirit or soul symbolised by posiq
(navel or belly button).’

Remarkably, boatbuilders
do not use any plans, as
the shell construction
doesn’t conform to a
‘design type’. The building
is itself an artwork.
Ipeh’s drawings and etchings mix
ethnography, historic narrative and
personal observation into strange
and wonderous mise-en-scène for an
imaginary theatre.

Margaret Rarru’s sculptural weavings
entwine natural dyes and fibre
techniques including the spectacular
craft of sail-making, each process
requiring deep understanding of
aesthetics, ecology and culture. Rarru
is one of few people who continues
the labour-intensive work of making
dhomola from twined pandanus and
hand spun kurrajong fibres. Dhomala
ga lipa-lipa (woven sails and dugout
canoes) are two of many technologies,
traditions and skills that were passed
between Yolŋu and Makassans and
remain in the memories and everyday
lives of Rarru and her extended family.
A perahu carried several lipa-lipa (or
lepa-lepa), each seating 6 to 10 people.
Rig for perahu and lipa-lipa was rattan
with coir lanyards—the dhomola braced
by a wooden or bamboo mast with two
stays to create a distinctive triangular
rig to roll and unroll the dhomola and
give agility on water. In Yolŋu life, lipalipa made with a steel axe from a single
piece of wood displaced bark canoes
and enabled longer voyages. In 1935,
anthropologist Donald Thompson
observed that a lipa-lipa specialist
was paid in a ceremonial exchange (as
distinguished from economic buying) that
confirmed the value of the maker’s craft.

In 2020, approaching her 80th year,
Rarru now works mostly at Laŋarra on
her mother’s country, an island in the
Crocodile Islands. Rarru has previously
painted scenes to capture moments of
her life growing up between the islands
of Galiwin’ku, Laŋarra and Yurrwi—
where Milingimbi art centre is located
and the location of an archaeological site
for processing trepang. In 2007 she won
the prestigious best bark painting award
in the National Aboriginal and Islander
Art Award, for a work using the austere
geometry of Liyagawumirr clan designs,
her work steering a bold new course.
For Dhomala Dhäwu/Makassan Sail
Story, Rarru created a series of drawings
inspired by the woven dhomala and
lipa-lipa. These follow her brilliant
showing of dhomala and mindirr
made for APT 2019 at Queensland Art
Gallery. These ink drawings are her first
on paper and speak to the enduring
connection between Makassar and
Arnhem Land and the Yolŋu value
of relationships; the dhomala carry
Liyagawumirr clan designs. Hence,
Rarru’s weavings and drawings are
profoundly experimental combinations
of the wisdom of history and of
those who came before her, opening
new ways of working interculturally.

—

In some measure they respond to
her careful study of Ipeh’s drawings
(exchanged digitally, as the Covid-19
times prohibited a residency).
Rarru states that, ‘making baskets
makes me happy,’ —a modesty that
denies her work’s sophistication. Rarru
adds the caution, ‘…if you know how
to make string.’ Mindirr are ancient
basket forms carried by the ancestral
Djan’kawu sisters on their creation
journeys across Arnhem Land. Rarru
tightly weaves pandanus leaf strands
into monochrome or black fields of
subtly graded shades. Her twined
strands can create a matt, textured
surface, highlighted with slight optical
irregularities due to changes in the
spacing and tension of the weave—
particularly startling when she uses mol
(black) dye, a recipe she refined and
whose use she strictly authorises.

1
Commissioned by Djon Mundine in 1984. Artists: David
Malangi with Margaret Gundjimirri, Judy Baypunala, Elsie Ganbada
and Katy Bopirri.

(bark for making string). Dyes today are
likely to be tuber and fruit from shrubs
from the genus Haemodorum and/or
Pogonolobus Reticulatus, with black
sourced from stringy bark or Eucalyptus
tetrodontus, as ethno-botanist Glenn
Wightman has explained.
The artists’ cross cultures and
generations but their works meet on
a symbolic perahu padewakang, the
type of boat used in the trepang trade:
a site of power issues but also a site
of exchanges and crossovers on the
‘Malay Road’, as described in 1803 by
British navigator Matthew Flinders.
They voyaged with the monsoon winds
to the coasts of the Kimberley (Kayu
Jawa) and Arnhem Land, known as
‘Marege’. Other voyagers such as the
Bajo (Bajau), visited even earlier.

The sojourners and Yolŋu developed
social and economic ties, though
the extent of these relationships is
Trepang fishers used mangrove bark
debated by pre-historians, rock art
(Rhizophora) found along the shallow
coasts (or bakau used as a reddish dye in experts, ethnographers and cultural
batik) or root bark from the cheese fruit historians. ‘Makassan’, or a mixture of
tree to make red dye (trepang here are a the trade languages of Malay, Bugis and
chalky colour)—a useful preservative as Makassarese, was once a lingua franca
the return voyage took approximately 30 to interact with outsiders and Yolŋu
to 40 days. Today’s collectors use many dialects today contain many hundreds
locally sourced plants for dying balgurr of these words. The growing set of open

questions includes some Yolŋu religious territorial boundary and subsequently
ceremonies and songs strongly inflected ignored the declaration of an ‘inviolate’
Aboriginal Reservation in Arnhem Land.
with Makassan narratives, dates and
pre-Makassan (Baijini people) contact.
As symbolic counter-colonial narratives
two perahu have sailed from Makassar
In the wake of the Northern Territory
to Yirrkala at the beginning of the
Land Rights Act 1976, Indigenous
ownership was asserted over languages December to January monsoon (in
1988 and 2020 respectively). The elegant
and histories. Tariffs followed by the
Immigration Restriction Act 1901 ended Hati Marege can be viewed in Darwin
in MAGNT’s Maritime Collection—
Makassan contact on this scale. The
fleets departed after the 1906-07 season. the voyage and vessel a Bicentennial
commission initiated by historian
Peter Spillett. The second prahu, Nur
Al Marege (in Arabic, Nur Al means
Trepang collection is
‘light of ’ and Marege, ‘land of the black
viewed by Yolŋu people
people’), took the same wind and ocean
as a paradigm of cocurrent driven route. Both times the
seafarers received a traditional welcome.
operative race relations,
These magnificent trading vessels
rather than colonial or
that are now UNESCO world cultural
conflicting relations.
heritage join wayang-kulit, the wavy kris
dagger and batik from the archipelago.
A lipa-lipa and dhomola (c. 1984) is now
Muslim organisations in Australia also
recognise the long genealogy of contact: a centrepiece in the new Chau Chak
for example the recent commemorative Wing Museum at Sydney University.1
project Before 1770, initiated by a
Sydney youth centre, was the second re- Coastal fishing continues in earnest
construction of a perahu padewakang and in salt-water communities in South
voyage from South Sulawesi to Marege. Sulawesi and environs despite
Relations between European and Japanese decreasing catch sizes. The art of
trepangers and pearlers were on the other wooden boatbuilding continues.
hand, deeply troubled. Most flouted the —
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Margaret Rarru
Senior artist and master weaver

Margaret Rarru Garrawurra and
her sister Helen Ganalmirriwuy
Garrawurra were taught important
Liyagawumirr clan designs by their
father, and to understand the deep,
poetic meanings of ancient creation
narratives. The women, led by Ruth
Nalmakarra (their sister in Yolŋu
kinship, or father’s brother’s daughter
or cousin in balanda kinship), have
forged a revival and reinterpretation
of their cultural heritage with great
creativity. This includes the right
inherited from her brother, Mickey
Durrng Garrawurra to paint elegant
Liyagawumirr sacred geometry
(miny’tji) after his death in 2006. The
next year Rarru won the bark painting
category at the National Aboriginal
and Islander Art Awards, MAGNT.

Above Garrawurra artist Margaret Rarru
Image courtesy of Milingimbi Art and Culture

imbue their work, both sacred and
secular, with spirit and intensity.

Rarru’s formidable weaving practice
crosses traditional and cross-cultural
knowledge. The mindirr (dilly bags
or conical baskets) are ancient
basket forms carried by the ancestral
Djan’kawu sisters on their creative
journeys across Arnhem Land.
Mindirr are used for ceremony
and the everyday. Women from the
mission at Galawin’ku taught Yolŋu to
create the beautiful coil baskets sold
to museums and private collectors.
Rarru collects gunga (pandanus) and
balgurr (kurrajong). The gunga is
stripped of its spines, peeled in half,
dried in the sun and dyed in a pot
over a fire with roots, leaves and other
natural materials depending on what
Garrawurra women, from farthest
colour is being created. Once dyed
northern Arnhem Land, are central
the gunga is dried again before it is
to ceremonial songs and dances that
then used for weaving. Rarru also
retell the Djan’kawu sisters’ story.
paints with ochre harvested from
The sisters wore beautiful and deeply the rocky areas along the beach on
significant objects and spilled the
bark and hollow logs and at times,
Dhuwa moiety clans, languages, names canvas and paper. Rarru also paints
and ceremonies from their woven
women’s bush stories and scenes that
baskets and mats throughout the land. capture moments of her life growing
Garrawurra women today honour
up between the islands of Galiwin’ku,
this heritage in their art through
Laŋarra and Yurrwi (Milingimbi).
replicating the Djan’kawu regalia, and Courtesy Milingimbi Arts and Culture
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Above Yogyakarta artist Ipeh Nur
Image courtesy of Cemeti.art

Ipeh Nur, in her artist statement
says, ‘I had the opportunity to take
part in the Sea Kelana Residency
program in Pambusuang Village as
part of the Polewali Mandar Regency,
West Sulawesi. During the residency
process, I examined the traditions
or rites of the people related to the
sea. Belief in the occult/mystical,
palaces of the sea, sea ghosts, the
Prophet Khaidir as the ruler of the
sea and pemali, become a form of
respect as well as an effort to protect
the sea as a source of livelihood.
Various types of rites and traditions
are passed down from generation to
generation, including rites in treating
the products or technologies they
create, in this case houses and boats.
The house and the boat are believed
to have a spirit or soul symbolised
by aposiq (navel or belly button).
In making a boat, for example a
shaman boat is invited to perform
the mapposiq (giving a navel) ritual.
The navel on the boat presupposes
an expectation of salvation and
abundance of fortune while at sea.
Likewise navel houses (posiq boyang),
became a place of ritual to ask for
safety and blessing for their relatives
who were at sea.’

Ipeh Nur lives and works in
Yogyakarta. She graduated from the
Graphic Arts Department, Indonesian
Art Institute. Most of her works
are black and white illustrations on
paper. Nur also works by using other
extensive techniques and media, such
as screen printing, etching, murals,
and sculpting from resin. In 2018, Ipeh
held two solo exhibitions, Salimah at
REDBASE and Banda at Kedai Kebun
Forum. Her group exhibitions include:
80 nan Ampuh (Bentara Budaya
Yogyakarta, 2019), Waktu dan Ingatan
Tak Pernah Diam (IVAA, Yogyakarta,
2018) and Pressing Matters (Framer
Framed, Amsterdam, 2018).
Courtesy of the artist

Ipeh Nur, Perjalanan (Tubuh dan perjalanan series), 2020, 			
pen on paper, 42 x 29.7 cm (2 panels) 				

$ 750
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pen on paper, 50 x 35 cm		

$ 650
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Overleaf: Margaret Rarru, Lipalipa, 2021, ink on paper, 56.5 x 38 cm
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Milingimbi Art Centre is located on
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400km east of Darwin. The community
has a long tradition of producing high
quality bark paintings, carvings and
weavings which are made with natural
materials and ochre paints. The diverse
culture of the community has been
influenced by long term contact with
traders from Sulawesi and the coming
together of over twelve clans from both
the mainland and ‘salt water’ country of
the Crocodile Islands.
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